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PREFACE

Meteorological studies suggest that technologically feasible oper-

ations might trigger substantial changes in the climate over broad re-

gions of the globe. Depending on their character, location, and scale,

these changes might be both deleterious and irreversible. If a foreign

power were to bring about such perturbations either overtly or covertly,

either maliciously or heedlessly, the results might be seriously detri-

mental to the security and welfare of this country. So that the United

States may react rationally and effectively to any such actions, it is

essential that we have the capability to: (1) evaluate all consequen-

ces of a variety of possible actions that might modify the cli e,

(2) detect trends in the plobal circulation that presape chanpes in the

climate, either ..atural or artificial, and (3) determine, if possible,

mans to counter Potentially deleterious climatic chanpes. Our posses-

sion of this capability would make incautious experimentation unneces-

sarv, and would tend to deter malicious maninulation. To this end, the

Advanced Research Projects Apency initiated a study of the dynatdcs of

climatoe to evaluate the effect on climate of environmental perturba-

tions. The present Report is a technical contribution to this larger
study.

The abilitv to discern chanpes in ON general circulation as sim-

- ulated by a numerical model has been questioned because of the inherent

unpredictability of the atmosphere. This study was undertaken to dem-

C9ontrate that, despite the errors that inevitably occur in day-to-day

predicttons, the mean values are sensitive to major chanpes in the

boundary conditions. A set of calculations has been made usinp the

Xints-A-akawa 2-level model to determine whether changes in the mean

state can be found in the presence of error.

Reports on related work arc: T hon Yu*.b . ! .'ot '.tf Davin

a' :• A ,:..', ,: ," t.',, by .1. 0. Fletcher, R-.444-PR; A

tbal by W. L.. Ga.tes vt al.. K -877?-ARPA; and ;:o. z: ''~ .'9&vios,

": Volati ''.*zi ,.'. .,it, A hv U. Diertwndjilan,

R-886-AUPA.



SUM4ARY

The growth of small errors in numerical models of the atmospheric

circulation destroys the detailed predictive capability of those models

within a few days. Despite the failure of the models to produce accu-

rate local predictions, it was hypothesized that a change in the equator-

to-pole temperature gradient would produce discernable effecLs in average

conditions. This Report presents the results of an experiment to test

this hypothes is.

The Mintz-Arakawa model was started with a standard set of initial

condition, and was run 60 days. The experiment was then replicated

twice, with two independent sets of random temperature variations super-

posed on the te,,;jratures at the o - 0.25 and y i 0.75 levels. At

this point, the ice of the Arctic Ocean was replaced with water at

the freezing temnerature. Again the model was run, starting once

with the standard initial conditions (other than the ice removal)

and once each with the two sets of temperature "errors" added.

For the four replications with temperature "Yrror- ' the detailed

predictive capability was lost after about 14 days. Yet an analysis

of variance applied to the last 30-day zonal-average values of the three

sets of ice-in/ice-out runs showed many significant changes in the g-.n-

oral circulation. These significant chanwges may be suzmarized as fol-

lows:

(1) The wrtical stability over tile Arctic Basin decreased

markedly. An expected result of this decreased stability

(and the newly availabli surfact nwisture) would he in

increast, in piecipitation; analysis of this possibility

will bh. deferred.

(2) The exe5v, heat in the Arctic caused a slivcht efflux vf

m.,qs from tlK are.i. whicat cau-vt! lower pre-isur- ovrr the

Arctic ,.*a-in.

(3) The ocea iic heat sotitre prtsent upon rerm)val of tile ice

weakened the cold core vortex over the Arctic Basin.
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(4) The geopotential heights at high levels in the sub-Arctic

were increased by this change in the distribution of mass.

(5) The midlatitude westerlies were weakened by the redistri-

bution of mass.

These results show that changes in boundary conditions in the model

produce detectable changes in the general circulation despite the

breakdown of predictability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, Lorenz (1969) raised a serious question regard-

ing the ahility to predict. the future state of fluid systems. lie states:

...that certain formally deterministic fluid
system which possess many scales of motion are
observationally indistinguishable from indeter-
ministic systems; specifically, that two states
of the system differing initially by a small 'oh-
servational error' will evolve into two states
differing as greatly as radomly chosen states
of the system within a finite interval , which
cannot be lengthened by reducing the amplitude
of the initial error.

Lorenz g.?, on to say:

It is found that eadi scale of mvtein polsesses
an intrirwlc finite range of predictalhultv, pro-
vided4 that the total utergy of the qystert doms not
fill off too rapidly with de reasing wAv-loapth.
...t.. thhd t 004itn values of the curtsat.

Scale' -ttions Cant be Predicted for miUit 1 doof,
'VVfOptiCe.-YCAe n-Otions a f#w day!A. and the tart-
t stalin 4 few wevks 1r, advance.

For tho'e gho tropowe wsing !jlt$'aI-ci rculavlion "Xiltg to Aovogft-

ateo Purpoeftu al nr tnadvtena t iYtb icAtloh.

of I"rtni I bw-si I i !L cI j'gftA.;4 ;!A,-

lit nit 4 cn~t 4~W~ould trtt4 to tt4 K, O-wk, l ~r4~ f~C

it% a rciatttvrlv h,; APtt tltr. it ipte life, IfY~elt orIiV4trI-wA 41 (fot"

ettvi& bwtwer tilt pfritiw- su~Alien rct-4oi' and tvv dvallsrd wvntoc

the ter~of O tin fbtr~lhg fu'ttn t takicatl~- tvta s, lrqh of

which Art. Cl-%.ing in the i,'teluo r~.a~n

Our #urpisgr i. ta"4rmwirt tho ti fItv ct t-itrhhc

in the izam *itiu dii' ts indar vA1u CrVavnc ~~i Iat

that OreditS 5 1 tv 1t1 Umn' t 5pV11:504' ]q 1W 111it'iv N' ' P h

period of averagwinv t tltl.

IN the 41,%rifte o~f an" Analvtsis~ of ivrror iktc-tb inh tie P4 rtiVe

eqUations Of iSlltiCniW toeIn, Is-i At'rl -i04s11s to aSsets the WijelitT-

of current global circtlatiais eidelt. 1i4i% reprt prcscQnt the resUlts



of a series of six 0-day integrations of the .intz-Arakawa two-level

global-circulation model, designed to test the hypothesis that the

presence of sizable changes the boundary conditions could be deter-

mined in the solutions. 1he \,ariables considered are 'alues (zonally

averaged and time averaged) from the last 30 days of each 60-day run,

and the significance of the changes is tested ly : classical analysis-

of-variance technique. The average differences between two arctic ice

conditions are then discussod in terms of qualitative hypotheses that

have been advanced to explain the circulation changes.
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II. THE EXPERI1NT

It should be understood that the experinent described herein is

one that estimates only the model's ability to separate signal (pur-

poseful changes in boundary conditions) from noise (random changes in

initial conditions). No claim can be made that the real atmosphere

would behave in a similar way; one hopes that it would, but this is

a separate problem and is noc addressed here.

The experiment is easily described in a step-by-step manner. Our

initial conditions were taken from day 370 of the tlintz-Arakawa model

as run by UCLA. From this standard set of initial and boundary condi-

tions for the model (Cates et a., 1971), an initial "control run" of

sixty days was made. The first th'rtv days were to allow transients

to settle and boundar' conditions to maku theti effect felt. The last

thirty days was the period over wi teh the results were av-ragvd. Next,

this tan was repeated exactly, but with a small ranx c , cr added to

the i:ilt141 free-air tmr.erazture conditions at each grid point. The

distribution from wit t this fatndoam error wu drrat h1ad iero wean and

a variance of 'C (leso th4 the variance ftvrt: tti4i' atarvcuts.

These additive errors. =ev be t-io-wd a-% re trctinti- up-oravo

about lobal initial cvndiltitnw. t 'w were rk' aItti-t rs*l prediction

with t0 t 0d.

Aftvr cnritn~tetecotd trn, 'I t frC titqtkt 114Cri like t. et'

00d i0aaD VAdv, mitiigthe Kadr t? xnarv 4'nt4$A ut with

pictelv aest sot ef ratdv- iwi, nofrler dr-wrt fro-- te sanw digtrlihutie

as beofore. t4 IIPV hthree 4-lrtPtes With t00arhiudr cnitn

and the qo.r t intiat conditloanp- 4Zt!v-0 iV el i on s a futic-

tien of t%r V(t04ht ",tot tip rlA::e tok eacll -left u frIi !agntlD differ-

ent Vag u*4netcn. -lhe Ne t-wtlC.-it

At the bcQginah6 'c6 ? U , w ntrhrci i*;tt>i tvcu$Ce

bowxaet" cpnditis., dipcus'osvd hrD~ov. Thc: li r' rtm- W-th Ill.'! W4y iseud-

atv condition WA% eancalieJ a o'nrirun -vuls4d -ne idit ratdc-r-

noise~~~ cft*tai V U r't?i-I 4 41t5tCW f t '; Jk lhavrt 'ho
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additive noise and this noise is identical to that which perturbed the

seconU and third runs with the original boundary condition.
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III. CHANGING THE INITIAL CONDITIONS

We elected to perturb the initial temperature at the two interior

levels of the rodel as the means of introducing noise into the initial

conditions; these levels are identified in the model as 7 0.25 and

a = 0.75, and are approximately the 400 and S00 mb surfaces, respectively.

The temperature values at each grid point were modified by a number

drawn from a normal distribution having zero mean and a variance corre-

sponding at most to the variance encountered in actual temperature

measurements. Drawing from a zero-mean population virtually assured

that the post-perturbation global mean temperature would remain un-

changed (given sufficient grid points).

The choice of magnitude of the variance of the noise was more dif-

ficult. If a large variance were chosen, the solutions might diverge

drastically, leaving us to defend the challenge that the noise could

realistically have been smaller with possibly a different outcome. If

a small variance were chosen we would have been subject to challenge

for not making a significant change. Of course, if very small pertur-

bations had caused very different solutions, an important characteris-

* tic of the model would have been exposed. We chose the variance of the

temperature perturbation to be 10C. This is in accord with current GARP

data specifications and has been used in other predictability experi-

ments (Jastrow and Halem, 1970, Charney, 1966).

There are initial errors other than temperature that could affect

the nature of the solutions, but our main objective was to ensure only

that solutions with perturbations were different from control runs --

not to study the nature of the errors as such. In a later section we

attempt to show that the temperature errors introduced did, indeed,

produce the type of unpredictability discussed by Lorenz.
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IV. CHANGING THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The philosophy involved in choosing a change in boundary condition

is considerably more subtle than that of the initial-condition pertur-

bation. There is little scientific basis or prior experience to draw

on. The purpose of the change is to induce a substantial change in the

climate. In our case, "substantial" could mean just large enough to
be perceived through the noisy initial conditions, or it could mean
large enough to alter the human environment significantly somewhere on

Earth, possibly distant from the immediate locale of the change.

Examples of major changes in boundary conditions could be the re-

moval of all or a portion of the arctic ice, flooding the Sahara Desert,

or radically changing the evaporation of, say, 106 sq km of low-latitude

ocean. There was no experience which led us to believe with certainty

that the model would respond to any of these changes with a substantial

climatological change. They are "major" only because they represent

-ary difficult or nearly impossible engineering feats for man.

There was no compelling reason to subject the system to such a se-

vere change. An equally interesting approach would have been to try as
small a change as one would guess was capable of producing an observable

effect. Here the risk was that the effect would not be discernible.

In the experiments reported here we chose to alter the surface-

boundary condition by removing all the sea ice in the northern hemi-
sphere and replacing it with water at -1*C. In the Mintz-Arakawa model,

the ocean's surface temperature is prescribed, so once set at -1C the

arctic water temperature remains at that temperature.

A coaplete documentation of the Mintz-Arakawa model appears in
Gates et al., 1971.
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V. PREDICTABILITY

A measure often used to estimate predictability is the root-mean-

square difference between a control run and its perturbed counterpart.'I Let T (t) be the temperature at grid point (i,J), sigma level
a - 0.25, 0.75, run number 9. and time t. The run number, . 1,2,#..,6,

indexes the simulation as defined in Table 1.

V" Table 1

i-INDEXING OF EXPERIMENTS

L_ Experiment Description

1 Ice-in control
2 Ice-out control
3 Ice-in perturbation no. 1
4 Ice-out perturbation no. 1
5 Ice-in perturbation no. 2
6 Ice-out perturbation no. 2

Then predictability in terms of temperature is measured by

AT (t) E [T (i(t) - Ti 0 1) 1a N all i,j (a)

where 8 - 3 or 5 if a - 1 and 8 - 4 or 6 if a - 2. Figures 1 to 4 show

AT (t) for a = 0.25 and 0.75 and a =I and 2.

In all cases the value of AT (t) dropped to about 0.5C in two days

after the perturbations were introduced (at day 370). This is most

likely due to the smoothing out of the initial random errors which were

introduced. From day 372 the errors increase in a rather regular fash-

ion until about day 390. From then until the end of the run, AT (t)

oscillates erratically with an amplitude of about 2°C. We take this to

indicate that the systems reached states where the predictability has

essentially been lost. We therefore assure that any statistically, sig-

nificant differences betweeni means over the Inst thlirtv davs of the

runs must be the effect of changing the boundary conditions.
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VI. STATISTICAL TESTS

The question we ask is whether or not the change in boundary con-

dition produces a significant change in some climatic variable of in-

terest. This could have failed to occur for several reasons: (1) the

random perturbations in initial conditions produced inordinately large

changes in the final climatic variables, thus totally obscuring the

actual effect of different boundary conditions, (2) the boundary con-

dition change was not large enough to produce an effect in the allotted

simulation time; or (3) the change in boundary condition was not physi-

cally significant, i.e., It was either a wrong choice for affecting fu-

ture climate, or the model did not properly represent the physics. A

straightforward analysis-of-variance procedure may be used to test the

hypotheses that the boundary-condition change had no effect, or that

the additive noise had no effect.

For all variables which are averaged over the last 30 days and over

all values of longitude at a fixed latitude (the "30-dav zonal mean"

the statistical procedure reduces to a simple univarlate analysis oi

variance. By such an averaging procedure all data were reduced, in our

experiment, to a 2 3 array of scalar variables shown in Table 2.

'able 2

ARRAY OF SCALAR VARIABI.E'.

Unperturbed Perturbation No. I Perturbation No. 2

Ice InY11Y 12  Y 13 Y1.Iceou Y 1 Y.

21 22 .3

YV Y V

where Y i in the zonallY a ver, tved 30-day mean of the variable of interest.

By assuminp that the Y ij are independient , normallv di-stributed ran-

dom variables. we can test the hvpothesis that tir row r i"as (Y i) or the

columi means (Y.) in Tahle 2 cormn from thv ditx" d.fitributi.n. I,,,,rrlng
. "1
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* to Table 1 we see that rejecting the null hypothesis that all row means

come from the same distribution is the same as rejecting the hypothesis

that removing the arctic ice had no effect on the physical variable un-

der obqervation. Similarly, rejecting the null hypothesis that all

column means come from the same distribution is the same as rejecting

the hypothesis that perturbing the initial conditions had no effect on

the variable.

The methods available allow us to guard only against type I errors.

That is, when the null hypothesis is true, the probability of rejecting

it can be made as small as we wish.

We cannot, however, make any statement about the probability of ac-

cepting the null hypothesis when, in fact, it is false (a Type II error).

This is the less objectionable of the two types of error, and while an

estimate of its probability would be useful, it is by no means crucial.

A straightforward treatment of the analysis of variance may be

found in most texts on mathematical statistics (e.g., lHoel, 1947; Rao,

1965). Adopting the notation

y.. L E" y (2)

Y"I Y (3)

j. it
Y L.  " J 1i 4)

J01

where a n umber of rows and b number of columsa, let

a -(YJ Y' 2 (M

:.. . A i- " " l- +Jo1)
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r = b E (Yi" - Y  2 (7)

We may now make two hypotheses about the outcome of the experiment

and, from Eqs. (5) through (7), form statistics with which to test the

hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Removing the ice had no effect ( the row means (Y

are samples from the same distribution). Let

C(a - l)(b - 1)(8)

Then f has an F-distribution with (a - 1, (a - 1)(b - 1)1 degrees of

freedom. A test of Hypothesis I is based on the following reasoning.

Let H 0 represent the hypothesis under cotsideratio and define

the conditional probability:

a a Prfreject H 0H0 is true)

Wext find the value F* for which

F()dE a 1 - m u P (accept HO:1 i.g fruct

Now if f F* we accept the hypotheltN It And it f ,a relvrt iiO ,

F' is found in any table of the F-distrihbu ton a4 a funt' 1tit of t 410

the degrees of freedom (v l ,v 1.j

he~tsII: P!e!. turbi the intt~a! ¢_'rtr.-! , viiib* , '!zv rand.*.

nois had ne effe ct C tie colum , :* I'• ' -

distribution). Thett

A( b - 1)

and f has lb -1, (a 1 )(b -1)1 deprest of fre..duiw.
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TFMPE"ATURE. GEOPOTFNTIA.. WI.HTl AND ZOINAL WIN)

The analysis-of-variance test described above was applied first

to the temperature, the geopotential height, and the zonal (E-U) wind

velocity. Our goal was to ascertain whether there is a significant

difference in these variables as a function of altitude and latitude

when the arctic sea ice was removed.

Altitude is here taken to be the 1000 ob, 800 ab, and 400 mb pres-

sure levels. Latitude is usually defined as an annular region over

which the variable has been averaged. For instance, we tested the

value of the average temperature between 54"N and 70N latitude at the

800 mb level. The raw data going into the average were the values of

this variable at all the grid points provided by the simulation lying

vithin the specified annular region.

Gradient@ of variables have been specified at exact latitudes and

have no meridional averaping.

Table 3 giws all the pertinent data: the variable, meridional

reton, altitude level, value of the variable for all 6 experiments

(3 ice-in and 3 ice-out), difference of ice-in and iet-out mean values,

and finally, the value of the F-statistit and its significance level,

e thoose to ajgj the hypothesis that there is no difference between

the ice-in and Ice-out tesults if the significance is no better thart
0.0 . Therefor" w r:, the hypothesis of io fferenee if and only

if the sgniflicaftc level ' 0.0s.

CRIDIONXAL TRANU PORT

A I addition to thr basic variables of teo@raturp, rtot .,t ial
height. and ionAl vind. %vw l4ctvd tho wridional tra*.prort nf ,wnsible

heAt and Wwntu. for terting. A,\ain, these deriv"d quantitiis w.ire the

30-4ay twan, :tnally Averited volurs. Their derivatie-n. %jtiii:inS the

available Htott-Arakawa data. o laiven below:

heat tansprt . 111o r,'widieal %ou-il hi, v-bat flu 01 eavl i.iven I i C' V1

1 *1't4 densftyt Of alr. C r- * 1'4(C Iwa ff ii C ht14 Ot'At v f o
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v northward wind speed, and T temperature. Integrating over a

rectangular region in the x - z plane gives the total heat flux, F, as

-- l Xo max
Ff f dz d' (9)

0 surface

Upon use of tme hydrostatic approximation dp - -og dz, the definition

of a a-surface dp (p,; - p0 ) do, and the transforma-ion to polar coor-

dinates dx - R cos € dt, this becomes

c R cos- ?t I
F f (p - pO)vT do d (10)

where g acceleration due to gravity 981 ci se- 2 Ps a surface pres-

sure, P. - pressure at top of model atmr. phere - 400 ab, a - sigma

surface (0 t 0 1) , R - radius of eart., - 6,375 x 10g e, C - latitude,

mid I - lotnitude.

To utilite the Mint.-Arak aa twdil's data, which are give ordy at

a - 0.25 and 0.75, w assume that the man values of v and T it the in-

tervl 0 0 0.5 4re given by the values at * 0.25. 5tallarly the

PW, valuts of v and T in the region 0.5 t v 1.0 are Siveo by those
- at -0.7s.

The vertiial integration is then appr ated by

x2

F 2'6--n ,(PS - PO)(V.2T .25 + V.is).75) dx (11)

With dl - Z"172, v*,ere 72 is the tit.er of 2onal grid ocr~aetots it the

wodel. the ou approxi"iSl the aridional heat transport is

cRcos

72g P P)(VT. .T 1
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where C...) denotes the 30-day averaging operation.

In practice we split the integration sho#.i in Eq. (12) into two

parts, the lower level given by the V 7 5 T 7 5 term and the upper level

given by the V 2 5 T.25 term. They may be added if the t( al heat trans-

port is desired. The reason for the partitioning is given in the next

section, but the values for polar heat transport fo each level at 70*N

for the six cases defined previously are given in Table 3.

The F-statistics "roduced by an analysis-of-variance test indicated

a significant difference between the ice-in and the ice-out heat trans-

port in the lower level. (We reject the hypothesis of equality at the

0.05 level).

There was no significant difference in meridional heat transport

between ice-in and ice-out at the upper level.

Maridional momentum transport. In a similar manner we proceeded to

evaluate he meridional momentum transport and test for a significant

change caused by the removal of polar ice.

From Hess (1959), the total poleward momentum transport at a fixed

latitude, 0, was given by

I max
M- Pmv dz dx (13)

x0  surface

where m * momentum and v - northward wind speed. Making the substitu-

tione dx . R co. 0 dX, m = (v + R cos )R cos 0, dp a -pg dz, we found

2w p

M * C 0 . (U + .IR cos O)v dp dX (14)

0 p8a

wtere v eastward component of wind, and i. angular velocity of ro-

tation of the earth - 7.272 x 10 - 5 sec -1 .
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We next transform to a-coordinates, obtaining

2 2 2r 1
M=-" CosfMJ 0  ( - PO)(U + R cos )v do dX (15)

Again, taking the values at a = 0.25 and a = 0.75 as the mean values in

the layers 0 -< a - 0.5 and 0.5 < G 5 1 we found,

-- 2 2 12Cos - B (P- PO)  U 2 
+  R cos )v 22g [(.2 02

+ (U 7 5 + CR cos 4)v 7 5] dX (16)

or

2 2 72

c R2 Cos2  7 (  PO) . +
M T72g s iU.25v.25 + U, 75V.75

i' i=l

+ SR cos (v.25 + v. 7 5 0 (17)

Table 3 shows the polar momentum transport at 70*N latitude. The ap-

propriate F-test led us to conclude that there is no significant

difference in momentum transport upon removal of the arctic ice.

Briefly summing up, we tested a selection of meteorological vari-

ables to ascertain if their value had changed significantly after 60 days

as a result of removing the arctic se.- ice. The "Significance" column

of Table 3 indicates that some variables changed and some did not. Note

that we have not estimated a confidence level for the magnitude of the

change, nor have we discussed steady-state asymptotic differences.

Section VIII discusses the physical implications of these findings.
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VII. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

The arctic pack ice has long been thought to be a controlling fac-

tor in the climate of the globe. Budyko (1962) theorized that it would

require only small changes in the albedo of the ice to cause its de-

struction within a few years. Fletcher (1965) pointed out that the

ice acts in two ways to keep the arctic atmosphere cold: first, it re-

flects much of the incident solar radiation in the summer; and, second,

it prevents heat from the ocean from being transferred to the atmosphere

during the winter. Fletcher further pointed out that removal would lead

to much warmer temperatures over the Arctic Basin in the winter but only

slightly warmer temperatures during the sumr. Moreover, an open Arc-

tic Ocean would be a source of moisture for the atmosphere that would

tend to increase the precipitation in the Arctic.

In regard to changes in the circulation of the atmosphere, Fletcher

argued that a winter decrease in the pole-to-equator temperature gradi-

ent would cause a weakening of the westerly circulation in winter.

Pogosian (1970) attempted to quantify this argument by simply assuming

warmer surface temperatures and constructing maps of the baric topo-

graphy at high altitudes from simple hydrostatic considerations. The

experiment reported here, carefully designed to eliminate any differ-

ences not attributable to the removal of the ice, indicated that the

model behaves much in the fashion that has been postulated for the real

atmosphere in winter.

The most obvious and iwost significant difference was in the 1000 mb

temperature over the Arctic Ocean. This increase when the ice was re-

moved is also significant at the 800 mb level, but there was an insig-

nificant cooling at the 400 mb level. Taken together they indicated a

significant steepening of the lapse rate over the Arctic. Figure 5

shows the model temperatures on a tephigram together with the mean

vertical temperature sounding for February as reported by Fletcher

'1966b) for the North Pole 4 ice station during 1955-56. The differ-

ence in lapse rate is to be expected because with an open ocean there

is a strong heat source at the surface.
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Fig. 5 -- Model temperatures on a tephigram together with mean vertical
temperature sounding for February for the North Pole 4 ice
station during 1955-56 (Fletcher, 1966b).
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The picture of the meridional and vertical distribution of tem-

perature difference is shova in Fig. 6. This figure was constructed

by forming the man mionthly zonally averaged temperature for each lati-

tude in the grid for each level for all six runs. The three ice-in

runs were then averaged and 3ubtracted from the average of the three

ice-out runs. The striking feature of this chart is the southward ex-

tent of the warming into sub-Arctic latitudes. The warming was found

to be significant in the latitude band from 54 to 70*N at both the

1000 and 800 ab surfaces. This change was brought about because the

outbreaks of polar air which normally cool the sub-Arctic regions were

not as cold with an ice-free Arctic as they would have been with an

ice-covered Arctic. This explanation was further supported by the

significantly lower heat transport under ! -out conditions, across

70*N in the lower layer of the model atmosphere. The changes in tem-

perature at the 400 mb level and south oi 54*N were too small to be

ascribed to the removal of the ice ' this experiment.

Figure 7 shows the changes in the geopotential height for the

three levels; it was constructed in the same manner as Fig. 6. The

most striking feature of this chart is the lowering of the geopotential

height in the lower layers of the Arctic. If there were a strictly

hydrostatic change, these heights would have been expected to rise at

all levels with very little rise at the bottom and increasing lifting

as altitude increased. The sinking of the geopotential heights at the

low altitudes must have resulted from a dynamic change that removed

mss from the Arctic Region. This rather small change in mass over

the Arctic was not noticed as an increase in surface pressure elsewhere,

because it was spread over a much larger area as it was displaced south-

ward, but it had a significant effect on the dynamics of the circulation.

The two lower levels were significantly lower over the Arctic, and the

two higher levels were significantlv higher over the sub-Arctic. Thin

dynamic redistribution of mass should have the effect of increasing the

west-to-east circulation at low levels in the Arctic. while decreasing

the west-to-east circulation at high levels in the sub-Arctic. A test

of the difference in geopotential between 46 and 666N showed a signifi-

cant decrease in the gradient at 800 and 400 mh.
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Figure 8 presents a cross section of the zonal wind velocity con-

structed in the menner of the two previous figures. The decrease of

4 m/sec at the 400 mb level at 540N is significant and represents a

confirmation of Fletcher's hypothesis for a weaker circulation in the

winter. The significant 2 r/sec increase at 78*N had not been pre-

dicted in any of the qualitative studies of the problem. Although the

statistical tests failed to show that the differences in Lhe wind at the

800 ab level were significant, the significant changes in the pressure

gradient responsible for the increase at 800 mb lent credence to the

reality of the change. Another bit of evidence of the weakening of

the sub-Arctic upper-level circulation was the change in the transport

of angular momentum into the Arctic. Although the statistical test

failed to reach the 5 percent significance level, the momentum flux

was cut in half, indicating a decrease in the momentum available to

be transported northward.

LEVEL

400

100

301 42" 54' 66. 78 go
ICE EXTENT

NORTH LATITUDE

Fit. 8 -- Ast/vest wind differences
(8/se); (ice out) - (ice in).
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VIII. SUMTION

The changes in the model behavior between ice-in and ice-out,

which have been shown by the statistical tests to be the results of

the change in ice conditions, can be summarized as follows:

(1) The vertical stability over the Arctic Basin decreased

markedly. An expected result of this decreased stability

would be an increase in precipitation; analysis of the

precipitation will be deferred.

(2) The excess heait in the Arctic caused a slight efflux

of mass from the area, which caL.sed lower presaur' over

the Arctic Basin.

(3) The oceanic heat source present upon removal of the ice

weakened the cold core vortex over the Arctic Basin.

(4) The geopotential heights at high altitudes in the sub-

Arctic were increased by this change in the distribution

of ass.

(5) The mid-latitude westerlies were wakened by the re-

distribution of mas.

This paper has thus indicated that changes of the boundary condi-

tios tn the model produce detectable changes in the output despite the

breakdovn of predictability. We believe that we have provided an ade-
quate deamnstration of the response of a primitive equation model to a

rather major change in the boundary conditions. The relation between

model response and the possible response of the real atmosphere t su8-

gestive, but further work needs to be done to relate the model to the

reactions of the atmosphere In perusing the output of the six runs

made to complete this experiment, we bocaw #cutely aware of the need

for strict sItatistical controls. The natural variability of the model,

and certainly the natural variability of the real atmosphere, mest al-
so be taken into account in trying to assess the effect of any pur-

poseful or inadvertent chantes In the factors which are suspected of

controlltng the climate.

Lg
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